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Abstract. We generalize the classical Olivier’s theorem which says that for

any convergent series
∑
n an with positive nonincreasing real terms the se-

quence (nan) tends to zero. Our results encompass many known generaliza-

tions of Olivier’s theorem and give some new instances. The generalizations

are done in two directions: we either drop the monotonicity assumption com-
pletely or we relax it to the monotonicity on a large set of indices. In both

cases, the convergence of (nan) is replaced by ideal convergence.

In the second part of the paper, we examine families of sequences for which
the assertions of our generalizations of Olivier’s theorem fail. Here, we are

interested in finding large linear and algebraic substructures in these families.

1. Introduction

A basic test for divergence of an infinite series says that for any sequence (an)
of reals we have ∣∣∣∣∣

∞∑
n=1

an

∣∣∣∣∣ <∞ =⇒ lim
n→∞

an = 0.

The following theorem says more about the speed of convergence to zero of the
terms of a convergent series with positive and nonincreasing terms.

Theorem 1.1 (Olivier [23]). For every nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive
reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ lim
n→∞

nan = 0.

A nonempty family I ⊆ P(N) of subsets of N is an ideal on N if it is closed
under taking subsets and finite unions of its elements, N /∈ I and I contains all
finite subsets of N. By Fin we denote the ideal of all finite subsets of N. The family

I1/n =

{
A ⊆ N :

∑
n∈A

1

n
<∞

}
is an ideal on N that is called the summable ideal.

For an ideal I on N and a sequence (an) of reals, we write

I − lim an = L

if {n ∈ N : |xn−L| ≥ ε} ∈ I for every ε > 0. Obviously Fin− lim an coincides with
the ordinary limit of a sequence (an). (More information on ideal convergence can
be found e.g. in [17].)

The following theorem shows that using the ideal convergence, we can drop the
monotonicity assumption in Olivier’s theorem.
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Theorem 1.2 (Šalát-Toma [27]). Let I be an ideal on N. The following conditions
are equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (an) of positive reals we have
∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I − limnan = 0.

(2) The ideal I extends the summable ideal:

I1/n ⊆ I.

For an ideal I on N, we write I∗ = {N \A : A ∈ I} and call it the filter dual to
I. For a sequence (an) of reals, we write

I∗ − lim an = L

if there exists F ∈ I∗ such that the subsequence (an)n∈F has the limit L i.e.

∃F ∈ I∗ ∀ε > 0 ∃k ∀n ∈ F (k ≤ n =⇒ |an − L| < ε) .

It is known ([17, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.2]) that I∗ − lim an = L implies
I − lim an = L, whereas the reversed implication holds if and only if I is a P-ideal
(an ideal I is a P-ideal if for each countable family A ⊆ I there exists B ∈ I∗ such
that B ∩A is finite for each A ∈ A).

In Section 2.1, we prove some generalizations (see Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) of
the above mentioned theorem of Šalát and Toma. Our results encompass other
generalizations of Theorem 1.2 considered in the literature (see [3, 4] and [22]).
Among others, we show (Corollary 2.4) that I-convergence can be replaced by a
much stronger condition of I∗-convergence in Theorem 1.2.

The results of Section 2.1 utilizes summable ideals (defined by Mazur [21, p. 105])
which generalize the summable ideal I1/n and are defined in the following manner:

for every divergent series
∑∞
n=1 dn =∞ with nonegative terms we define a summa-

ble ideal generated by a sequence (dn) by

I(dn) =

{
A ⊆ N :

∑
n∈A

dn <∞

}
.

All summable ideals are P-ideals (see e.g. [9, Example 1.2.3(c)]).
For an ideal I on N, we write I+ = {A : A /∈ I} and call it the coideal of I. For

a sequence (an) of reals we write

I+ − lim an = L

if there exists A ∈ I+ such that the subsequence (an)n∈A has the limit L i.e.

∃A ∈ I+ ∀ε > 0 ∃k ∀n ∈ A (k ≤ n =⇒ |an − L| < ε) .

Note that I+-limit of a sequence does not have to be unique. This kind of limit
was considered in [10], where the authors proved among others that for a large class
of ideals (e.g. for the summable ideal I1/n) every bounded sequence of reals has

I+-limit.
Obviously I∗− lim an = L implies I+− lim an = L, and the reversed implication

holds if and only if I is a maximal ideal (an ideal I is maximal if I+ = I∗).
In general, there is no relation between I-convergence and I+-convergence, but
I+− lim an = L implies I − lim an = L if and only if I is a maximal ideal, whereas
I − lim an = L implies I+ − lim an = L if and only if I is a weak P-ideal (an ideal
I is a weak P-ideal if for each countable family A ⊆ I there exists B ∈ I+ such
that B ∩A is finite for each A ∈ A).

In Section 2.2, we prove (see Theorem 2.7) similar results as in Section 2.1, but
with the aid of I+-convergence which is independent of I-convergence in general.
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We say that a sequence (an) of reals is I∗-nonincreasing if there exists F ∈ I∗
such that the subsequence (an)n∈F is nonincreasing i.e.

∃F ∈ I∗ ∀n, k ∈ F (n ≤ k =⇒ an ≥ ak) .

In [8], the authors have been weakening the assumption on monotonicity in
Olivier’s theorem instead of dropping it entirely. Among others, they posted the
following problem.

Problem 1 (Faisant-Grekos-Mǐśık [8]). Characterize ideals I with the property
that for every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I∗ − limnan = 0.

One can see that Olivier’s theorem (Theorem 1.1) says that the ideal I = Fin has
this property. On the other hand, in [8], the authors construct an ideal I without
this property.

In Section 3, we solve the above problem by providing (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4)
some characterizations of the above mentioned property and other properties of
similar flavour.

In all of the above mentioned results there is an assumption that the consid-
ered series has positive terms, but we can weaken this assumption to consider also
absolutely convergent series with arbitrary terms (as I − limn|an| = 0 implies
I − limnan = 0, and similarly for other types of convergences). However, the
alternating harmonic series

∑∞
n=1(−1)n/n shows that both Olivier’s theorem and

Theorem 1.2 fail (as the sequence (−1)n is not I-convergent to zero for any ideal
I) if we allow the series to be conditionally convergent in these theorems. On the
other hand, it is known (Kronecker [18], see also [16, Theorem 82.3, p. 129]) that a
version of Olivier’s theorem for arbitrary series holds if one replaces ordinary con-
vergence by Cesáro convergence (also known as Cesáro summation or the Cesáro
mean).

Theorem 1.3 (Kronecker [18]). If a series
∑∞
n=1 an is convergent, then the se-

quence (nan) is Cesáro convergent to zero i.e.

lim
n→∞

a1 + 2a2 + · · ·+ nan
n

= 0.

For more than a decade, the research on finding linear subsets of nonlinear sets in
vector spaces (the trend nowadays known as lineability or spaceability) is gathering
more and more mathematicians. Below we provide the notions we will use in the
last part of our paper (for more on the subject see e.g. the book [1] or the survey [7]).

Let X be a Banach algebra and κ be a cardinal number. We say that a subset
Y ⊆ X is

(1) κ-lineable if Y ∪ {0} contains a vector subspace of dimension κ;
(2) κ-spaceable if Y ∪ {0} contains a closed vector subspace of dimension κ;
(3) κ-algebrable if Y ∪ {0} contains a κ-generated subalgebra;
(4) strongly κ-algebrable if Y ∪ {0} contains a κ-generated subalgebra which is

a free algebra;
(5) lineable if it is κ-lineable for some infinite κ (and similarly for other notions

defined above).

In [3], the authors consider the Banach algebra `1 (of all real sequences (an) with
absolutely convergent series

∑∞
n=1 an equipped with the norm ‖(an)‖ =

∑∞
n=1 |an|

and coordinatewise addition and multiplication) and examine the lineability-like
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notions of the set of those sequences for which the assertion of Olivier’s theorem
fails, namely they examine the set:

AOS = {(an) ∈ `1 : (nan) is not convergent to zero}.

Among others, they proved that AOS is strongly c-algebrable, c-lineable and space-
able.

In Section 4, we examine the lineability-like notions of the following sets:

AOS(I) = {(an) ∈ `1 : (nan) is not I-convergent to zero},
AOS(I∗) = {(an) ∈ `1 : (nan) is not I∗-convergent to zero},
AOS(I+) = {(an) ∈ `1 : (nan) is not I+-convergent to zero}

for an arbitrary ideal I on N.
Since I∗-convergence implies both I-convergence and I+-convergence, AOS(I) ⊆

AOS(I∗) and AOS(I+) ⊆ AOS(I∗). However, in general, these inclusions do not
reverse (see Proposition 4.2).

In Section 4.1, we prove that a necessary and sufficient condition for AOS(I),
AOS(I∗) and AOS(I+) to be c-lineable is that these families are nonempty (see
Theorem 4.3).

In Section 4.2, we describe some classes of ideals for which a necessary and
sufficient condition for AOS(I) and AOS(I∗) to be spaceable is that these families
are nonempty (see Theorems 4.4 and 4.6). An example of such a class of ideals is
the family of all Borel ideals (see Theorem 4.5). However, we do not know if this
condition works for every ideal (see Question 1). Moreover, we do not know any
conditions under which AOS(I+) is spaceable (see Question 2).

In Section 4.3, we describe some classes of ideals for which AOS(I), AOS(I∗)
and AOS(I+) are strong c-algebrable (see Theorem 4.14).

2. The ideal test for the divergence of an infinite series

2.1. I and I∗ tests.

Theorem 2.1. Let I be an ideal on N. Let g : (0,∞) → (0,∞) be a strictly
increasing function such that

lim
x→0+

g(x)

xγ
= M

for some positive constants γ,M ∈ (0,∞). Let (bn) and (cn) be sequences of positive
reals such that

lim
n→∞

cn =∞.

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have

∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I∗ − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(2) For every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have

∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(3) The ideal I extends the summable ideal generated by the sequence (bng(1/cn)):

I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I.
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Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) It follows from the fact that I∗-convergence implies I-convergence.

(2) =⇒ (3) Suppose that there exists A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)) \ I. For any n ∈ N, take

as dn some element of ran(g) with dn ≤ 1
n2bn

. We can find such an element by the

assumption limx→0+ g(x) = 0. We define

an =

{
g(1/cn) for n ∈ A,
dn for other n.

We can see that
∑∞
n=1 bnan <∞. Indeed, observe that

∞∑
n=1

bnan ≤
∑
n∈A

bng(1/cn) +
∑
n6∈A

bn
n2bn

.

Since A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)), the first sum is finite and the second sum is finite because

the series
∑

1
n2 is convergent.

It follows from the assumption that I − lim cng
−1(an) = 0. On the other hand,

for every n ∈ A we have

cng
−1(an) = cng

−1 (g(1/cn)) = cn(1/cn) = 1.

Since A 6∈ I, we obtain I − lim cng
−1(an) 6= 0, a contradiction.

(3) =⇒ (2) Let
∑∞
n=1 bnan <∞. We need to show that I − lim cng

−1(an) = 0.
Take ε > 0. We consider the set

A = {n ∈ N : cng
−1(an) ≥ ε} = {n ∈ N : an ≥ g(ε/cn)} = {n ∈ N : bnan ≥ bng(ε/cn)}.

In order to prove that A ∈ I, we only need to show that
∑
n∈A bng(1/cn) <∞.

First we notice that
∑
n∈A bng(ε/cn) <∞ since∑

n∈A
bng(ε/cn) ≤

∑
n∈A

bnan ≤
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞.

Now, we would like to prove that convergence of the series
∑
n∈A bng(ε/cn) implies

convergence of the series
∑
n∈A bng(1/cn).

Notice that since limn→∞ cn =∞, we have limn→∞ 1/cn = 0. Therefore

lim
n→∞

g(1/cn)

(1/cn)γ
= M and lim

n→∞

g(ε/cn)

(ε/cn)γ
= M.

It follows that

lim
n→∞

g(1/cn)

g(ε/cn)
· (ε/cn)γ

(1/cn)γ
= 1,

thus

lim
n→∞

g(1/cn)

g(ε/cn)
= ε−γ ∈ (0,∞).

Because of that,
∑
n∈A bng(ε/cn) <∞ is equivalent to

∑
n∈A bng(1/cn) <∞.

(3) =⇒ (1) Since (3) =⇒ (2) and I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I(bng(1/cn)), the conver-

gence of the series
∑∞
n=1 bnan implies I(bng(1/cn)) − lim cng

−1(an) = 0. Since

I(bng(1/cn)) is a P-ideal, we obtain I∗(bng(1/cn))− lim cng
−1(an) = 0. By the assump-

tion I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I, we have I∗(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I
∗, thus I∗ − lim cng

−1(an) = 0. �

Theorem 2.2. Let I be an ideal on N. Let g : (0,∞) → (0,∞) be a strictly
increasing function such that

lim
x→0+

g(x) = 0 and ∀ε > 0 ∃M ∀x > 0

(
g(x)

g(εx)
≤M

)
.

Let (bn) and (cn) be sequences of positive reals. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
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(1) For every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I∗ − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(2) For every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(3) The ideal I extends the summable ideal generated by the sequence (bng(1/cn)):

I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I.

Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) It follows from the fact that I∗-convergence implies I-convergence.

(2) =⇒ (3) Suppose that there exists A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)) \ I. For any n ∈ N, take

as dn some element of ran(g) with dn ≤ 1
n2bn

. We can find such an element because

limx→0+ g(x) = 0. We define

an =

{
g(1/cn) for n ∈ A,
dn for other n.

We can see that
∑∞
n=1 bnan <∞. Indeed, observe that
∞∑
n=1

bnan ≤
∑
n∈A

bng(1/cn) +
∑
n6∈A

bn
n2bn

.

Since A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)), the first sum is finite and the second sum is finite because

the series
∑

1
n2 is convergent.

It follows from the assumption that I − lim cng
−1(an) = 0. On the other hand,

for every n ∈ A we have

cng
−1(an) = cng

−1 (g(1/cn)) = cn(1/cn) = 1.

Since A 6∈ I, we obtain I − lim cng
−1(an) 6= 0, a contradiction.

(3) =⇒ (2) Let
∑∞
n=1 bnan <∞. We need to show that I − lim cng

−1(an) = 0.
Take ε > 0. We consider the set

A = {n ∈ N : cng
−1(an) ≥ ε} = {n ∈ N : an ≥ g(ε/cn)} = {n ∈ N : bnan ≥ bng(ε/cn)}.

In order to prove that A ∈ I, we only need to show that
∑
n∈A bng(1/cn) <∞.

First we notice that
∑
n∈A bng(ε/cn) <∞ since∑

n∈A
bng(ε/cn) ≤

∑
n∈A

bnan ≤
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞.

Now, observe that there exists M such that for all n ∈ N we have

g(1/cn)

g(ε/cn)
≤M,

thus ∑
n∈A

bng(1/cn) ≤M
∑
n∈A

bng(ε/cn) <∞.

(3) =⇒ (1) Since (3) =⇒ (2) and I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I(bng(1/cn)), the conver-

gence of the series
∑∞
n=1 bnan implies I(bng(1/cn)) − lim cng

−1(an) = 0. Since

I(bng(1/cn)) is a P-ideal, we obtain I∗(bng(1/cn))− lim cng
−1(an) = 0. By the assump-

tion I(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I, we have I∗(bng(1/cn)) ⊆ I
∗, thus I∗ − lim cng

−1(an) = 0. �

Remark 2.1.
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(1) Notice that both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 would still be true if we add 0 to the
domain and codomain of g and require that g(0) = 0. There is even no need
to change any of the proofs, and then we can strengtheen these theorems
by requiring the sequence (an) to be non-negative instead of positive.

(2) Note that Theorem 2.2 does not imply Theorem 2.1. Indeed, the function
g(x) = ex−1 satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2.1 (as, using l’Hospital’s

rule, we have limx→0+
g(x)
x = 1, so γ = 1 and M = 1 work), but it does

not satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2.2 (as limx→∞
g(x)
g(x/2) = ∞, so if

ε = 1/2, then for every M > 0 one can find x > 0 such that g(x)
g(x/2) > M).

(3) On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 works for any sequences (cn) whereas
Theorem 2.1 works only for sequences (cn) which are divergent to infinity.

(4) If a function g(x) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, it also satisfies
limx→0+ g(x) = 0. On the other hand, if g(x) = e−1/x, then limx→0+ g(x) =
0, but g(x) does not satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2.1. Moreover, the
equivalence from Theorem 2.1 does not hold for the function g(x) = e−1/x

as it is witnessed by sequences an = 1/n2, bn = 1 and cn = lnn.

Corollary 2.3. If g, (bn) and (cn) are like in Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2, then
for every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have

∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I∗(bng(1/cn)) − lim cng
−1(an) = 0

and
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I(bng(1/cn)) − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2 with the ideal I = I(bng(1/cn)). �

The equivalence “(1) ⇐⇒ (3)” in the following result is just Theorem 1.2
and it was proved in [27]. Here, we strengthen this theorem essentially, because
I∗-convergence is stronger than I-convergence.

Corollary 2.4. Let I be an ideal on N. The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (an) of non-negative numbers we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I − limnan = 0.

(2) For every sequence (an) of non-negative numbers we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I∗ − limnan = 0.

(3) The ideal I extends the summable ideal: I1/n ⊆ I.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 with g(x) = x, bn = 1 and cn = n and Remark 2.1(1).
�

Corollary 2.5 (Mǐśık-Tóth, [22]). Let I be an ideal on N. Let p, q be fixed positive
numbers and α, β be fixed nonnegative numbers. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (dn) of positive numbers we have

∞∑
n=1

nαdpn <∞ =⇒ I − limnβdqn = 0.
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(2) The ideal I extends the summable ideal generated by the sequence (nα−βp/q):

I(nα−βp/q) ⊆ I.

Proof. We can apply Theorem 2.2 with g(x) = xp/q, an = dpn, bn = nα and cn =
nβ . �

Corollary 2.6 (Bartoszewicz-G la̧b-Widz [3]). Let I be an ideal on N. Let (bn),
(cn) be sequences of positive numbers and let p, q be fixed positive numbers. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (dn) of positive numbers we have
∞∑
n=1

bnd
p
n <∞ =⇒ I − lim cnd

q
n = 0.

(2) The ideal I extends the summable ideal generated by the sequence (bnc
−p/q
n ):

I(
bnc

−p/q
n

) ⊆ I.
Proof. We can apply Theorem 2.2 with g(x) = xp/q, an = dpn, bn = bn and cn =
cn. �

Remark 2.2. One can show that for instance functions g(x) = ex − 1, g(x) =
ln(x+1), g(x) = arctanx and even g(x) = Φ(x)−1/2 (where Φ(x) is the cumulative
distribution function of the standard normal distribution) satisfy the assumptions
of Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, all these functions are not the power functions
xp/q considered in Corollary 2.6.

2.2. I+ test.

Theorem 2.7. Let I be an ideal on N. Let g, (bn) and (cn) be like in Theorem 2.1
or Theorem 2.2. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For every sequence (an) with an ∈ ran(g) we have
∞∑
n=1

bnan <∞ =⇒ I+ − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(2) The filter dual to I is disjoint from the summable ideal generated by the
sequence (bng(1/cn)):

I(bng(1/cn)) ∩ I∗ = ∅.

Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) Suppose that there exists A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)) ∩I∗. For any n ∈ N,

take as dn some element of ran(g) with dn ≤ 1
n2bn

. We can find such an element

by the assumption limx→0+ g(x) = 0. We define

an =

{
g(1/cn) for n ∈ A,
dn for n 6∈ A.

We can see that
∑∞
n=1 bnan <∞ because

∞∑
n=1

bnan ≤
∑
n∈A

bng(1/cn) +
∑
n6∈A

bn
bnn2

.

Since A ∈ I(bng(1/cn)), the first sum is finite and the second sum is finite because

the series
∑

1
n2 is convergent.

On the other hand, for all n ∈ A we have

cng
−1(an) = cng

−1(g(1/cn)) = cn(1/cn) = 1.
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Since A ∈ I∗, it follows that for any B ∈ I+ there are infinitely many n ∈ B ∩ A
with cng

−1(an) = 1, thus we cannot have I+ − lim cng
−1(an) = 0.

(2) =⇒ (1) Suppose that there exists a positive sequence (an) with
∑∞
n=1 bnan <

∞ such that for any B ∈ I+ we have lim supn∈B cng
−1(an) > 0. Consider the sets

Ak = {n ∈ N : cng
−1(an) ≥ 1/k}. We can notice that for each k ∈ N we have

Ak ∈ I(bng(1/cn)). Indeed, let us assume that it is not the case for some k ∈ N.
Then

∞ >
∑
n∈N

bnan ≥
∑
n∈Ak

bnan ≥
∑
n∈Ak

bng

(
1

kcn

)
,

which is infinite since Ak /∈ I(bng(1/cn)) and

lim sup
n→∞

g(1/cn)

g(ε/cn)
∈ (0,∞)

for any ε > 0 by the reasonings presented in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2,
thus bringing us to a contradiction.

Now, since I(bng(1/cn)) is a P-ideal, there exists B ∈ I∗(bng(1/cn)) such that B∩Ak
is finite for all k ∈ N. We can see that limn∈B cng

−1(an) = 0. By our assumption
we get B 6∈ I+, hence B ∈ I. If we now take C = N \ B, we obtain C ∈
I(bng(1/cn)) ∩ I∗. �

Remark 2.3. Notice that Theorem 2.7 would still be true if we add 0 to the domain
and codomain of g and require that g(0) = 0.

Corollary 2.8. Let I be an ideal on N. Then the following conditions are equiva-
lent.

(1) For every sequence (an) of non-negative numbers we have
∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I+ − limnan = 0.

(2) The filter dual to I is disjoint from the summable ideal:

I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.7 with g(x) = x, bn = 1 and cn = n and Remark 2.3. �

3. The ideal test for the divergence of an infinite series with
monotone terms

Definition 3.1. For an infinite set X = {x1 < x2 < . . .} ⊆ N, we define fX : N→
N by

fX(i) =
1

xn
⇐⇒ i ∈ (xn−1, xn] for some n ∈ N

(we take x0 = 0), and

IX =

{
A ⊆ N :

∑
n∈A

fX(n) <∞

}
.

The following easy proposition summarizes few basic properties of ideals of the
form IX .

Proposition 3.2.

(1) IN = I1/n.
(2) For any infinite X, IX is equal to the summable ideal generated by the

sequence fX : IX = I(fX).
(3) If X ⊆ Y then IX ⊇ IY .
(4) I1/n ⊆ IX for every infinite X.
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(5) For any infinite X, if A ∈ I∗X then A has upper asymptotic density 1:

A ∈ I∗X =⇒ lim sup
n→∞

|A ∩ {1, . . . , n}|
n

= 1.

Proof. The first four items are easy observations. We will prove the last item by
showing that if A has positive lower asymptotic density then A 6∈ IX , i.e.

lim inf
n→∞

|A ∩ {1, . . . , n}|
n

> 0 =⇒ A 6∈ IX .

Take A ⊆ N with positive lower asymptotic density. Pick α > 0 such that the
lower asymptotic density of A is greater than 2α. First, observe that there exist
k,N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N we have |A ∩ [2nk, 2nk+k)|/2nk+k > α. Indeed,
otherwise for infinitely many n ∈ N we have

2α <
|A ∩ [1, 2nk+k]|

2nk+k
≤ 2nk

2nk+k
+
|A ∩ [2nk, 2n+k)|

2nk+k
≤ 2−k + α,

which is a contradiction for any k ∈ N with 2−k ≤ α.
Now, for any n ∈ N denote by In the interval [2nk, 2nk+k). Let Y = {y1 < y2 <

. . .} be such a subset of X that |Y ∩ In| ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N and y1 > max IN . Since
IX ⊆ IY by (3), we will finish the proof by showing that A 6∈ IY .

Take any yn. Then yn ∈ Im for some m > N , thus∑
i∈A∩Im−1

fY (i) ≥ α2mk

yn
≥ α2mk

2mk+k
=

α

2k
.

Since that calculation holds for any yn and Y is infinite, we obtain∑
i∈A

fY (i) ≥
∞∑
n=1

α

2k
=∞,

hence A 6∈ IY . �

Theorem 3.3. Let I be an ideal on N. Then the following conditions are equiva-
lent.

(1) For every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I∗ − limnan = 0.

(2) For every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I − limnan = 0.

(3) The filter dual to I is disjoint from each ideal IX with X ∈ I+:

∀X ∈ I+ (IX ∩ I∗ = ∅) .

Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) It follows from the fact that I∗-convergence implies I-convergence.

(2) =⇒ (3) Suppose there exist X ∈ I+ and A ⊆ N such that A ∈ IX ∩I∗ 6= ∅.
Define

an =

{
fX(n) for n ∈ A,
1/n2 for n 6∈ A.
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Since fX is nonincreasing, the sequence an is nonincreasing on the set A ∈ I∗.
Moreover, ∑

n∈N
an =

∑
n∈A

fX(n) +
∑
n 6∈A

1

n2
<∞,

because A ∈ IX .
On the other hand, for every n = xk ∈ X ∩A we have

nan = xkfX(xk) = xk ·
1

xk
= 1.

Since X ∩A ∈ I+, the sequence (nan) cannot be I-convergent to zero.

(3) =⇒ (1) Suppose there exists a sequence (an) with
∑
n∈N an < ∞ that is

nonincreasing on some set A ∈ I∗ and the sequence (nan) is not I∗-convergent to
zero.

We have two cases.

(a) There is an ε > 0 such that {n ∈ A : nan > ε} ∈ I+.
(b) For every ε > 0 we have {n ∈ A : nan > ε} ∈ I

In case (a), let ε > 0 be such that X = {n ∈ A : nan > ε} ∈ I+, and enumerate
the elements of X increasingly by x1, x2, . . ..

Since the sequence (an) is nonincreasing on A and X ⊆ A, we can notice that
an ≥ axk for n ∈ (xk−1, xk] ∩A, k ∈ N. Therefore,∑

n∈A
an ≥

∑
k∈N

∑
n∈(xk−1,xk]∩A

axk >
∑
k∈N

∑
n∈(xk−1,xk]∩A

ε

xk

= ε
∑
k∈N

∑
n∈(xk−1,xk]∩A

1

xk
= ε

∑
n∈A

fX(n).

From the assumption that
∑
n∈A an < ∞, it follows that A ∈ IX . Thus, A ∈

IX ∩ I∗, which makes IX ∩ I∗ nonempty.
In case (b), since the sequence (nan) is not I∗-convergent to 0 and A /∈ I, we

can find a strictly decreasing sequence (εk) tending to 0 such that Xk = {n ∈ A :
nan ∈ [εk, εk−1)} ∈ I \Fin for every k ∈ N (we put ε0 =∞). Observe also that for
every B ∈ I∗ there is some k ∈ N with B ∩Xk 6∈ Fin. Enumerate elements of each

Xk increasingly by x
(k)
1 , x

(k)
2 , . . . and add x

(k)
0 = 0.

We will prove that A ∈ IXk for every k ∈ N. Take any k ∈ N and notice that
for any n ∈ Xk we have an ≥ εk/n, thus, using the fact that (an) is nonincreasing
on A, we have∑

n∈A
fXk(n) =

∑
i∈N

|A ∩ (x
(k)
i−1, x

(k)
i ]|

x
(k)
i

≤ 1

εk

∑
n∈A

an <∞.

Because
∑
n∈A fXk(n) <∞ for each k ∈ N, we can see that we may always find

such tk ∈ N that ∑
i≥tk

|A ∩ (x
(k)
i−1, x

(k)
i ]

x
(k)
i

<
1

2k
.

Moreover, by increasing tk if necessary, we can assume that for each k > 1 there

exist some j ≥ t1 such that x
(1)
j ∈ (x

(k)
tk−1, x

(k)
tk

).

Next, define X =
⋃
k∈NXk \ {x(k)

1 , . . . , x
(k)
tk−1}. Note that X ∈ I+ as otherwise

N \X would be a set in I∗ that has finite intersections with every Xk. Enumerate

increasingly elements of X by x1, x2, . . . and add x0 = 0. Observe that x1 = x
(1)
t1 .

We will finish the proof by showing that A ∈ IX . In order to prove that,

observe that every xj is equal to x
(k)
i for some k ∈ N and i ≥ tk. Moreover, for
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every xj = x
(k)
i other than x1 = x

(1)
t1 we can notice that (xj−1, xj ] ⊆ (x

(k)
i−1, x

(k)
i ]

because either i > tk and then x
(k)
i−1 ∈ X, thus x

(k)
i−1 ≤ xj−1, or i = tk and then

X1 ∩X ∩ (x
(k)
tk−1, x

(k)
tk

) 6= ∅, thus x
(k)
i−1 < xj−1. Therefore,∑

n∈A\{1,...,x1}

fX(n) =
∑
j≥2

|A ∩ (xj−1, xj ]|
xj

≤
∑
k∈N

∑
i≥tk

|A ∩ (x
(k)
i−1, x

(k)
i ]|

x
(k)
i

<
∑
k∈N

1

2k
= 1 <∞.

It clearly follows that
∑
n∈A fX(n) <∞, thus A ∈ IX ∩ I∗. �

Theorem 3.4. Let I be an ideal on N. Then the following conditions are equiva-
lent.

(1) For every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I+ − limnan = 0.

(2) The filter dual to I is disjoint from the summable ideal:

I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.

Proof. (2) =⇒ (1) It follows from Corollary 2.8.
(1) =⇒ (2) Suppose that there exists A ∈ I1/n ∩ I∗. We define an = 1/n for

n ∈ A and an = 1/n2 for n 6∈ A. Then (an) is I∗-nonincreasing and we can see
that

∞∑
n=1

an =
∑
n∈A

1

n
+
∑
n 6∈A

1

n2
<∞,

because A ∈ I1/n.
On the other hand, for all n ∈ A we have nan = 1. Since A ∈ I∗, it follows that

for any B ∈ I+ there are infinitely many n ∈ B ∩A with nan = 1, thus we cannot
have I+ − limnan = 0. �

Corollary 3.5 (Faisant-Grekos-Mǐśık [8]). If I is an ideal on N such that every
A ∈ I has the upper asymptotic density less than 1, then

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I∗ − limnan = 0

for every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals.

Proof. Since every A ∈ I has the upper asymptotic density less than 1, by Proposi-
tion 3.2(5) it follows that I ∩I∗X = ∅ for every infinite X ⊆ N. Hence, in particular,
IX ∩ I∗ = ∅ for every X 6∈ I. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3 we obtain the desired
result. �

Proposition 3.6. Let I be an ideal on N. In the following list of conditions, each
implies the next and none of the implications reverse.

(1) I1/n ∩ I+ = ∅.
(2) IX ∩ I∗ = ∅ for every X ∈ I+.
(3) I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.
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Proof. (1) =⇒ (2) Suppose that I1/n ∩I+ = ∅. Then using Theorems 1.2 and 3.3

we obtain IX ∩ I∗ = ∅ for every X ∈ I+.

(2) =⇒ (3) Suppose that IX ∩I∗ = ∅ for every X ∈ I+. Taking X = N we get
IX = I1/n, so I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.

(2) 6=⇒ (1) Consider a summable ideal I = I1/ ln(n+1). Then I ⊆ I1/n, and

since {n2 : n ∈ N} ∈ I1/n \ I, we have I1/n ∩ I+ 6= ∅. On the other hand, since
I ⊆ I1/n ⊆ IX for every X, we have IX ∩ I∗ = ∅ for every X.

(3) 6=⇒ (2) Let kn = bn ln(n+ 1)c for n ∈ N and define K = {kn : n ∈ N}. Take
I = {A ⊆ N : A ∩K ∈ Fin}. Notice that if A ∈ I∗ then K \A is finite and∑

n∈K

1

n
=
∑
n∈N

1

kn
≥
∑
n∈N

1

n ln(n+ 1)
=∞,

thus K 6∈ I1/n, hence I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.
Now, we pick the sequence i1 < i2 < . . . in such a way that in/kin < 2−n. We

can do it because limn→∞ n/kn = 0. Consider the set A = {kin : n ∈ N}. Then
A ∈ I+ as A ⊆ K and A is infinite. Moreover,∑

k∈K

fA(k) ≤
∑
n∈N

(in − in−1)
1

kin
≤
∑
n∈N

in
kin

<
∑
n∈N

1

2n
<∞.

Therefore, there is A ∈ I+ such that K ∈ IA ∩ I∗, thus IA ∩ I∗ 6= ∅. �

Corollary 3.7. Let I be an ideal on N. In the following list of conditions, each
implies the next and none of the implications revers.

(1) The coideal of I is disjoint from the summable ideal:

I1/n ∩ I+ = ∅.
(2) For every I∗-nonincreasing sequence (an) of positive reals we have

∞∑
n=1

an <∞ =⇒ I∗ − limnan = 0.

(3) The filter dual to I is disjoint from the summable ideal:

I1/n ∩ I∗ = ∅.

Proof. Use Theorem 3.3 along with Proposition 3.6. �

4. Algebraic structures in families of sequences related to Olivier’s
theorem

The following proposition gives a necessary and sufficient conditions under which
the families AOS(I), AOS(I+) and AOS(I+) are nonempty.

Proposition 4.1. Let I be an ideal on N.

(1) The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) AOS(I) 6= ∅.
(b) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅.
(c) I+ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅.

(2) The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) AOS(I+) 6= ∅.
(b) I∗ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅.

Proof. (1) It follows from Corollary 2.4. (2) It follows from Corollary 2.8. �

Since I∗-convergence implies both I-convergence and I+-convergence, AOS(I) ⊆
AOS(I∗) and AOS(I+) ⊆ AOS(I∗). Below, we show that, in general, these inclu-
sions do not reverse, and there is no inclusions between AOS(I) and AOS(I+).
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Proposition 4.2. Let I be an ideal on N.

(1) If I+ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅ and I∗ ∩ I1/n = ∅, then AOS(I) 6⊆ AOS(I+) and

AOS(I∗) 6⊆ AOS(I+).
(2) Every ideal I which is strictly contained in I1/n (e.g. I = Fin) satisfies

assumptions of item (1).
(3) If I is not a weak P-ideal and I∗ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅, then AOS(I+) 6⊆ AOS(I).
(4) If I is not a P-ideal and I∗ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅, then AOS(I∗) 6⊆ AOS(I).
(5) There exists an ideal I which satisfies the assumptions of items (3) and

(4).

Proof. (1) By Proposition 4.1, we have AOS(I) 6= ∅, AOS(I∗) 6= ∅ and AOS(I+) =
∅.

(2) It is obvious.
(3) Take A ∈ I∗∩I1/n. Let sets A1, A2 . . . ∈ I be pairwise disjoint such that for

any B 6∈ I there is n ∈ N with B ∩An 6∈ Fin. We may assume that
⋃∞
n=1An = A.

Indeed, if that is not the case then enumerate A\
⋃∞
n=1An by (xi) (for either i ∈ N

or i ≤ N depending on whether this difference is infinite or not) and for each n ∈ N
put A′n = (An∩A)∪{xn} (or A′n = An∩A in case xn is not defined). Then clearly
A′n ∈ I for every n ∈ N and

⋃∞
n=1A

′
n = A. We define

an =

{
1
ni for n ∈ Ai,
1
n2 for other n.

Obviously
∞∑
n=1

an ≤
∞∑
n=1

1

n2
+
∑
n∈A

1

n
<∞.

Moreover, we can notice that for every k ∈ N we have{
n ∈ N : nan ≥

1

k

}
⊆ (N \A) ∪

k⋃
i=1

Ai ∈ I,

thus I − limnan = 0, hence (an) 6∈ AOS(I).
On the other hand for every B 6∈ I there is k ∈ N with B ∩ Ak 6∈ Fin, thus

there are infinitely many n ∈ B such that nan = 1/k, hence (nan)n∈B cannot be
convergent to 0. It follows that (an) ∈ AOS(I+).

(4) The obvious modification of the proof of item (3) gives the proof of item (4).
(5) Take an infinite set A ∈ I1/n. Let {An : n ∈ N} be an infinite partition of A

into infinite sets. We define an ideal I by

B ∈ I ⇐⇒ B ∩An ∈ Fin for all but finitely many n ∈ N.
Then I is not a weak P-ideal (so also not a P-ideal) and A ∈ I∗ ∩ I1/n. �

4.1. Lineability.

Theorem 4.3. Let I be an ideal on N.

(1) The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) AOS(I) 6= ∅.
(b) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅.
(c) AOS(I) is c-lineable.
(d) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable.
(e) I1/n ∩ I+ 6= ∅.

(2) The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) AOS(I+) 6= ∅.
(b) AOS(I+) is c-lineable.
(c) I1/n ∩ I∗ 6= ∅.
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Proof. The equivalence of (1a), (1b) and (1e) follows from Proposition 4.1. The
implications (1c) =⇒ (1a) and (1d) =⇒ (1b) are obvious. By AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗)
we get (1c) =⇒ (1d). Thus, it suffices to show (1e) =⇒ (1c).

The equivalence of (2a) and (2c) follows from Proposition 4.1. The implication
(2b) =⇒ (2a) is obvious. Thus, it suffices to show (2c) =⇒ (2b).

Below we prove that (1e) =⇒ (1c) ((2c) =⇒ (2b), resp.).
Assume that there is some A ∈ I1/n ∩ I+ (A ∈ I1/n ∩ I∗, resp.).
Since

∑
n∈A 1/n < ∞, we can find an increasing sequence (jk) of integers such

that ∑
n>jk,n∈A

1

n
<

1

k2k
.

We put A0 = (N \A) ∪ [1, j1] ∩ N and Ak = A ∩ (jk, jk+1] for each k ≥ 1. Observe
that (Ak) is a partition of N and Ak ∈ I for k ≥ 1, while A0 /∈ I∗ (Ak ∈ I for all
k, resp.). Moreover,

∞∑
k=0

(
k
∑
n∈Ak

1

n

)
<∞.

For each α ∈ (0, 1) let x(α) be a sequence given by

x(α)(n) =
kα

n
⇐⇒ n ∈ Ak.

Note that x(α) ∈ `1 for each α ∈ (0, 1) as

∞∑
n=1

x(α)(n) =

∞∑
k=0

(
kα

∑
n∈Ak

1

n

)
≤
∞∑
k=0

(
k
∑
n∈Ak

1

n

)
<∞.

In order to show c-lineability of AOS(I) (AOS(I+), resp.), consider a linear
combination

y = c1x
(α1) + . . .+ cmx

(αm),

where ci ∈ R\{0} for i ≤ m and α1 > . . . > αm. We need to show that y ∈ AOS(I)
(y ∈ AOS(I+), resp.).

Obviously, y ∈ `1 as a linear combination of `1-sequences.
Observe that for each n ∈ Ak with k ≥ 1 we have

|ny(n)| =

∣∣∣∣∣n
m∑
i=1

ci ·
kαi

n

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
i=1

cik
αi

∣∣∣∣∣ = |c1kα1 | ·

∣∣∣∣∣1 +

m∑
i=2

ci
c1
· kαi−α1

∣∣∣∣∣
≥ |c1kα1 | ·

(
1−

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
i=2

ci
c1
· kαi−α1

∣∣∣∣∣
)

k→∞−−−−→∞,

as

lim
k→∞

kα1 =∞ and lim
k→∞

kαi−α1 = lim
k

1

kα1−αi
= 0 for all i = 2, . . . ,m.

To show that y ∈ AOS(I), find k0 such that |ny(n)| ≥ 1 for all n ∈
⋃
k≥k0 Ak

and note that
⋃
k≥k0 Ak /∈ I as A0 /∈ I∗ and Ak ∈ I for k ≥ 1. Hence, y ∈ AOS(I).

To show that y ∈ AOS(I+), fix any B ∈ I+. Since Ak ∈ I for all k ∈ N ∪ {0},
the set {k ∈ N : B ∩ Ak 6= ∅} has to be infinite. Thus, (|ny(n)|)n∈B contains a
subsequence (|ny(n)|)n∈B\A0

which is divergent to infinity. Hence, y ∈ AOS(I+).
�
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4.2. Spaceability. For any x ∈ `1, we write

‖x‖ =

∞∑
n=1

|x(n)| and supp(x) = {n ∈ N : x(n) 6= 0}.

For an ideal I and a set C ∈ I+, we define an ideal I � C on the set C by

I � C = {A ∩ C : A ∈ I}.

Theorem 4.4. Let I be an ideal on N such that I � C is not a maximal ideal for
every C ∈ I+ (i.e. every set from I+ can be divided into two disjoint sets from
I+). Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅.
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅.
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable.
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable.
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable.
(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.
(7) I1/n ∩ I+ 6= ∅.

Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (4) and (7) is due to Theorem 4.3. It
is known ([20, Theorem I-1], see also [19] or [13]) that every infinite-dimensional
Banach space has dimension at least c, so we obtain the implications (6) =⇒ (4)
and (5) =⇒ (3). By AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗) we get (5) =⇒ (6). Thus, it suffices to
show (1) =⇒ (5).

Let (bn) ∈ AOS(I). Without loss of generality, we can assume that ‖(bn)‖ = 1
and bn ≥ 0 for each n ∈ N. Then there exists ε > 0 such that

C = {n ∈ N : nbn ≥ ε} /∈ I,
and, consequently, there exist pairwise disjoint sets Dn /∈ I such that Dn ⊆ C for
each n ∈ N.

For each i, n ∈ N, we define

x(i)(n) =


bn if n ∈ Di \ {minDi},
1−

∑
n∈Di\{minDi}

bn if n = minDi,

0 otherwise.

Then ‖x(i)‖ = 1, supp(x(i)) = Di and supp(x(i)) ∩ supp(x(j)) = ∅ for each i, j ∈ N,
i 6= j. Thus

V =

{ ∞∑
i=1

tix
(i) : (ti) ∈ `1

}
is a closed subspace of infinite dimension in `1. Hence, we only need to show that
V ⊆ AOS(I) ∪ {0}.

Let (ti) ∈ `1. If ti = 0 for all i ∈ N then obviously
∑∞
i=1 tix

(i) ∈ AOS(I) ∪ {0}.
Suppose that ti0 6= 0 for some i0 ∈ N. Then for any n ∈ Di0 \ {minDi0} we have∣∣∣∣∣n

( ∞∑
i=1

tix
(i)(n)

)∣∣∣∣∣ = |nti0bn| ≥ |ti0ε| > 0.

SinceDi0 /∈ I, we obtain that the sequence
(
n
(∑∞

i=1 tix
(i)(n)

))
n

is not I-convergent

to zero, hence it belongs to AOS(I). �

By identifying sets of natural numbers with their characteristic functions, we
equip P(N) with the topology of the Cantor space {0, 1}N (with the product mea-
sure of a countable sequence of the uniform measures on each {0, 1}, resp.) and
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therefore we can assign topological (measure-theoretic) notations to ideals on N. In
particular, an ideal I has the Baire property (is Lebesgue measurable or is Borel,
resp.) if I has the Baire property (is Lebesgue measurable or is a Borel set, resp.)
as a subset of {0, 1}N. For instance, summable ideals are Borel (even Fσ) ideals.

We say that an ideal I has the hereditary Baire property (is hereditary Lebesgue
measurable, resp.) if I � C has the Baire property (is Lebesgue measurable, resp.)
for every C ∈ I+. (Using [24, Proposition 2.1], one can construct an ideal with the
Baire property which does not have the hereditary Baire property). On the other
hand, there is no use defining the hereditary Borel ideals because it is known that
if I is a Borel ideal then I � C is a Borel ideal for every C ∈ I+ (see for instance
the proof of [15, Theorem 3.13]). Consequently, Borel ideals have the hereditary
Baire property as well as they are hereditary Lebesgue’a measurable.

Theorem 4.5. Let I be an ideal on N which has the hereditary Baire property or
is hereditary Lebesgue measurable (in particular, if it is a Borel ideal). Then the
following conditions are equivalent.

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅.
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅.
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable.
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable.
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable.
(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.
(7) I1/n ∩ I+ 6= ∅.

Proof. Let I be an ideal with the hereditary Baire property (hereditary Lebesgue
measurable, resp.). Since a maximal ideal does not have the Baire property and is
not Lebesgue measurable (see e.g. [5, Theorem 4.1.1]), we obtain that I � C is not
a maximal ideal for any C ∈ I+. Thus, Theorem 4.4 finishes the proof. �

An ideal I on N is called tall if for every infinite A ⊆ N there is an infinite B ⊆ A
such that B ∈ I.

The assumption of Theorem 4.4 is not satisfied for some non-tall ideals. Below,
we provide an additional result (see Theorem 4.6) which for instance guarantees
that AOS(I) is spaceable for every non-tall ideal (see Corollary 4.7).

By eD : N→ D we denote the increasing enumeration of a set D ⊆ N.

Theorem 4.6. If I is an ideal on N such that there exist pairwise disjoint sets
Dn ∈ I+, n ∈ N, and a set C ∈ I+ ∩ I1/n such that

{eDn(i) : i ∈ C} ∈ I+

for each n ∈ N, then

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅,
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅,
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable,
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable,
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable,
(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.

Proof. Since I+ ∩ I1/n 6= ∅, we obtain (1), (2), (3) and (4) from Theorem 4.3. By
AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗) we get (5) =⇒ (6). Thus, it suffices to show (5).

Let Dn and C be as in the assumption of the theorem.
For each n ∈ N we define

an =

{
1
n for n ∈ C,
1
n2 otherwise.
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Then (an) ∈ `1, ‖(an)‖> 0 and the sequence (nan) is not I-convergent to zero. Now,
we define bn = an/‖(an)‖ for each n ∈ N, and notice that (bn) ∈ `1, ‖(bn)‖ = 1 and
the sequence (nbn) is not I-convergent to zero.

For each i, n ∈ N, we define

x(i)(n) =

{
bj if n ∈ Di, n = eDi(j),

0 otherwise.

Then x(i) ∈ `1, ‖x(i)‖ = 1, supp(x(i)) = Di and supp(x(i))∩ supp(x(j)) = ∅ for each
i, j ∈ N, i 6= j. Thus

V =

{ ∞∑
i=1

tix
(i) : (ti) ∈ `1

}
is a closed subspace of infinite dimension. Hence, we only need to show that V ⊆
AOS(I) ∪ {0}.

Let (ti) ∈ `1. If ti = 0 for all i ∈ N then obviously
∑∞
i=1 tix

(i) ∈ AOS(I) ∪ {0}.
Suppose that ti0 6= 0 for some i0 ∈ N. Then for any j ∈ C and n = eDi0 (j) we have∣∣∣∣∣n

( ∞∑
i=1

tix
(i)(n)

)∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣eDi0 (j)

( ∞∑
i=1

tix
(i)(eDi0 (j))

)∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣eDi0 (j)ti0x

(i0)(eDi0 (j))
∣∣∣

=
∣∣eDi0 (j)ti0bj

∣∣
≥ |jti0bj | =

∣∣∣∣jti0 · 1/j

‖(ak)‖

∣∣∣∣ =
|ti0 |
‖(ak)‖

> 0.

Since {eDi0 (j) : j ∈ C} /∈ I, we obtain that the sequence
(
n
(∑∞

i=1 tix
(i)(n)

))
n

is

not I-convergent to zero, hence it belongs to AOS(I). �

Corollary 4.7. If an ideal I is not tall, then

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅,
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅,
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable,
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable,
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable,
(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.

Proof. Let A ⊆ N be an infinite set which does not contain an infinite subsets from
I. Let Dn ⊆ A, n ∈ N, be pairwise disjoint infinite sets. Take any C ∈ I+ ∩ I1/n.
Then C is infinite, so {eDn(i) : i ∈ C} is an infinite subset of A, hence it belongs
to I+. Now, Theorem 4.6 finishes the proof. �

Corollary 4.8. Let I be an ideal on N such that

• there exists an infinite partition of N into sets from I+,
• for each B ∈ I+ there exists D ⊆ B such that D ∈ I+ and

∀A ⊆ N (A ∈ I ⇐⇒ {eD(i) : i ∈ A} ∈ I)

(i.e. the bijection eD witnesses the fact that the ideals I and I � D are
isomorphic).

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅.
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅.
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable.
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable.
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable.
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(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.
(7) I1/n ∩ I+ 6= ∅.

Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (4) and (7) is due to Theorem 4.3. It
is known ([20, Theorem I-1], see also [19] or [13]) that every infinite-dimensional
Banach space has dimension at least c, so we obtain the implications (6) =⇒ (4)
and (5) =⇒ (3). By AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗) we get (5) =⇒ (6). Thus, it suffices to
show (7) =⇒ (5).

Let C ∈ I+ ∩ I1/n. Let Bn ∈ I+, n ∈ N, be an infinite partition of N.

For every n ∈ N, we take Dn ⊆ Bn such that Dn ∈ I+ and eDn witnesses the
fact that I and I � Dn are isomorphic.

Since C ∈ I+, we obtain that the set {eDn(i) : i ∈ C} ∈ I+ for each n ∈ N.
Now Theorem 4.6 finishes the proof. �

The first assumption of Corollary 4.8 can be characterized in terms of maximal
ideals (see Proposition 4.9), which in turn can be used to show (see Proposition 4.10)
that this assumption is valid for most ideals used in the literature (e.g. for all Borel
ideals).

Proposition 4.9 ([6, Lemma 1.3]). Let I be an ideal on N. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.

(1) There exists an infinite partition of N into sets from I+.
(2) I is not equal to the intersection of finitely many maximal ideals.

Proposition 4.10. Let I be an ideal on N. If I has the Baire property or is
Lebesgue measurable (in particular, if it is a Borel ideal), then there exists an infinite
partition of N into sets from I+.

Proof. Let I be an ideal with the Baire property (Lebesgue measurable, resp.).
In view of Proposition 4.9, we only need to show that I is not the intersection of
finitely many maximal ideals. In [25, Proposition 23] ([25, Proposition 7], resp), the
authors proved that the intersection of countably many ideals without the Baire
property (Lebesgue nonmeasurable, resp.) does not have the Baire property (is not
Lebesgue measurable, resp.). Since maximal ideals do not have the Baire property
and are not Lebesgue measurable (see e.g. [5, Theorem 4.1.1]), we obtain that I
is not the intersection of countably many (in particular, finitely many) maximal
ideals. �

Below, we show two examples of tall ideals which satisfy assumptions of Corol-
lary 4.8.

Example 4.11 (Hindman ideal). A set A ⊆ N is an IP-set if there exists an infinite
set D ⊆ N such that FS(D) ⊆ A where FS(D) denotes the set of all finite non-
empty sums of distinct elements of D. It follows from Hindman’s theorem ([14],
see also [12]) that if A∪B is an IP-set, then A or B is an IP-set as well. Thus, the
family

IIP = {A ⊆ N : A is not an IP-set}
is an ideal on N. The ideal IIP is coanalytic as I+

IP is a projection on the first
coordinate of a closed set

B = {(A,D) ∈ {0, 1}N × [N]ω : FS(D) ⊆ A},
where [N]ω is a set of all infinite subsets of N (which is a Gδ subset of {0, 1}N,
hence the Polish space). Consequently, IIP has the Baire property, so by Propo-
sition 4.10, the ideal IIP satisfies the first assumption of Corollary 4.8. The fact
that IIP satisfies the second assumption of Corollary 4.8 follows from the proof of
[11, Theorem 4.5].
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Example 4.12 (van der Waerden ideal). A set A ⊆ N is an AP-set if A contains
arithmetic progressions of arbitrary finite length. It follows from van der Waerden’s
theorem ([26], see also [12]) that if A ∪ B is an AP-set, then A or B is an AP-set
as well. Thus, the family

IAP = {A ⊆ N : A is not an AP-set}
is an ideal on N. One can show, that this is a Borel ideal (even Fσ ideal). Indeed,
IAP is Fσ as I+

AP is Gδ and that is true because I+
AP =

⋂∞
n=1

⋃∞
k=1

⋃∞
r=1An,k,r,

where An,k,r = {A ⊆ N : {k, k + r, k + 2r, . . . , k + nr} ⊆ A} is a basic open
set. Therefore, by Proposition 4.10, the ideal IAP satisfies the first assumption of
Corollary 4.8. The fact that IAP satisfies the second assumption of Corollary 4.8
follows from the proof of [11, Theorem 3.3].

Theorem 4.13. If I is an ideal on N such that there exists a set C ∈ I+ ∩ I1/n

such that there exists an infinite partition of C into sets from I+, then

(1) AOS(I) 6= ∅,
(2) AOS(I∗) 6= ∅,
(3) AOS(I) is c-lineable,
(4) AOS(I∗) is c-lineable,
(5) AOS(I) is spaceable,
(6) AOS(I∗) is spaceable.

Proof. Let (bn) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.6 and then proceed as in
the proof of Theorem 4.4. �

Let C ∈ I1/n be an infinite set. Let I be an ideal such that I � C is a Borel
ideal and I � (N \C) is a maximal ideal. Then the ideal I satisfies the assumption
of the above theorem, but it does not satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4.4.

Question 1. Is AOS(I) 6= ∅ (AOS(I∗) 6= ∅, resp.) a necessary and sufficient
condition for AOS(I) (AOS(I∗), resp.) to be spaceable for each ideal I?

Question 2. Does there exist an ideal I such that AOS(I+) 6= ∅ is spaceable?

4.3. Algebrability.

Theorem 4.14. Let (ak) be a sequence tending to infinity and (mk) be an increas-
ing sequence of positive integers such that

mk ≥ kak for each k.

If M = {mk : k ∈ N} and

(1) M ∈ I+, then AOS(I) and AOS(I∗) are strongly c-algebrable;
(2) M ∈ I∗, then AOS(I+) is strongly c-algebrable.

Proof. Since AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗), strong c-algebrability of AOS(I∗) will follow
from strong c-algebrability of AOS(I). Below we simultaneously prove strong c-
algebrability of AOS(I) and AOS(I+).

Let (ak) and M ∈ I+ (M ∈ I∗, resp.) satisfy the assumptions of the theorem.
Let Λ ⊆ (1, 2) be a linearly independent set over rationals with |Λ| = c.
For every α ∈ Λ, we define a sequence a(α) by

a(α)(n) =

{
1
kα for n = mk ∈M,
1
nα for n 6∈M.

Note that a(α) ∈ `1 because
∞∑
n=1

a(α)(n) ≤
∞∑
k=1

1

kα
+

∞∑
n=1

1

nα
<∞.
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Moreover, a(α) ∈ AOS(I) (a(α) ∈ AOS(I+), resp.) as for every n = mk ∈ M we
have

na(α)(n) = mka
(α)(mk) =

mk

kα
≥ kak−α ≥ kak−2,

which tends to infinity.
Using [2, Fact 1.2], we know that in order to show strong c-algebrability of

AOS(I) (AOS(I+), resp.), it is enough to prove that

P (a(α1), . . . , a(αq)) ∈ AOS(I) (∈ AOS(I+), resp.)

for any pairwise distinct α1, . . . , αq ∈ Λ and any polynomial

P (x1, . . . , xq) =

p∑
i=1

cix
βi,1
1 . . . xβi,qq ,

where ci are nonzero reals and [βi,j ] is a matrix of nonnegative integers with pairwise
distinct, nonzero rows.

First, observe that for any mk ∈M we have

P (a(α1), . . . , a(αq))(mk) =

p∑
i=1

cik
−(α1βi,1+...+αqβi,q) =

p∑
i=1

cik
−ri ,

where ri = α1βi,1 + . . .+ αqβi, q.
Since Λ is linearly independent, all ri are positive and pairwise distinct. We may

assume that r1 = min{r1, . . . , rp}. Then∣∣∣mkP (a(α1), . . . , a(αq))(mk)
∣∣∣ = mk

∣∣∣∣∣
p∑
i=1

cik
−ri

∣∣∣∣∣
= mk

∣∣c1k−r1∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣∣1 +

p∑
i=2

ci
c1
· k−ri+r1

∣∣∣∣∣
≥ kak

∣∣c1k−r1∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣∣1 +

p∑
i=2

ci
c1
· k−ri+r1

∣∣∣∣∣
= |c1| · kak−r1 ·

∣∣∣∣∣1 +

p∑
i=2

ci
c1
· 1

kri−r1

∣∣∣∣∣ k→∞−−−−→∞,

because ri − r1 > 0 for each i ≥ 2 and ak tends to infinity.
Since M ∈ I+ (M ∈ I∗, resp.), we conclude that P (aα1 , . . . , aαq ) ∈ AOS(I)

(∈ AOS(I+), resp.). �

The ideal I = {A ⊆ N : A ∩ {nn : n ∈ N} is finite} satisfies the assumptions of
the above theorem, so AOS(I), AOS(I∗) and AOS(I+) are strongly c-algebrable.
However, the nonemptiness of AOS(I), AOS(I∗) or AOS(I+) does not guarantee
even 1-algebrability of these sets.

Proposition 4.15. There exists an ideal I such that AOS(I) 6= ∅, AOS(I+) 6= ∅
and AOS(I∗) 6= ∅ but neither AOS(I) nor AOS(I+) nor AOS(I∗) is 1-algebrable.

Proof. For a set B = {n2 : n ∈ N}, we define a summable ideal

I =

{
A ⊆ N :

∑
n∈A∩B

1√
n
<∞

}
.

Since B ∈ I∗ ∩ I1/n, the sets AOS(I+), AOS(I) and AOS(I∗) are nonempty
by Proposition 4.1.
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Now, we show that AOS(I∗) does not contain any subalgebra generated by a
singleton. This will finish the proof as AOS(I) ⊆ AOS(I∗) and AOS(I+) ⊆
AOS(I∗).

Take any a = (an) ∈ AOS(I∗).
Then C = {n ∈ N : |an| ≤ 1/

√
n} ∈ I∗ as otherwise B\C ∈ I+ and consequently∑

n∈N
|an| ≥

∑
n∈B\C

1√
n

=∞,

a contradiction with an ∈ `1.
Now, consider the polynomial P (x) = x3. Then for any n ∈ C we have

|na3
n| ≤

n

(
√
n)3

=
1√
n
,

which tends to zero, thus P (an) 6∈ AOS(I∗). �
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